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Introduction

Currently, the time for feed analysis is often long and analyses are punctual while forage quality changes over time and space. One of the issues

met by the farmers to feed animal is to check regularly the nutritional value of forages produced in the farm. In the framework of smart

farming the Walloon Agricultural Research Center (CRA-W) is currently testing a new approach using NIR spectroscopy applied to the context

of dairy farming in Wallonia, Belgium.

Objectif
Development of reliable, rapid and non-destructive analytical methods for predicting quality parameters such as dry matter (DM), chemical

composition (Starch, Crude Proteins, ADF, NDF, Ash and Fat) and digestibility of wet forages directly on farm (specifically for maize silage,

grass silage, fresh grass and hay).
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Methodology

 Fifteen dairy farms selected in Wallonia during the 2018

agricultural season to collect fresh samples

 Measure on site with three NIR portable: Nir4Farm (Aunir),

Flame-NIR (OceanOptics), Field for Spec 4 (ASD)

 Measure in the lab with a XDS instrument (FOSS)

 Dataset calibration for building prediction models

 Database transfer from XDS to handheld NIR spectrometers

 Validation of models with another set of dairy farms during

the 2019-2020 agricultural seasons (Dataset validation)

In the past, models have been developed for fresh forages on

benchtop XDS instrument (FOSS XDS). These models will be

updated with the new fresh samples collected during the 2018

season and a transfer of database will be performed from FOSS

XDS to the handhled NIR spectrometers to assess the potential of

the portable system to predict quality parameters with a transfered

database.
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Expected outcomes

The outcome of this project will be the development of an user-friendly tool for dairy farmers to predict on site the composition of

their forages, enabling the calculation of their nutritionnal value and the adaptation of animal’s feeding for a better sustainability.
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Table 1: Statistics of NIR fresh calibration for maize silage.

Table 2: Statistics of NIR fresh calibration for grass silage.

Field For Spec 4 (ASD) Flame-NIR (OceanOptics)

Actual performances of NIR applied to fresh forages


